TAS Navigator
The TAS Navigator is a versatile indicator that combines several signals to help you manage your
trades and avoid unfavorable situations. At a glance, the Navigator can provide the trader with useful
information about underlying trading conditions for any time frame chart. The Navigator is comprised of
three primary components – the histogram, the moving average and the zero line.

The histogram is comprised of the vertical bars plotted above and below the horizontal “zero line.” The
bars are color-coded to provide the following information:
Bright green / red: The directional move continues to gain momentum.
Dark green / red: The buying or selling momentum is falling off.
Magenta: The directional move has reached “peaking” conditions that it should not
be able to maintain.

The moving average (MA) is the dark blue line that travels horizontally across the Navigator and provide
a relative measure of the overall levels of buying or selling. You will notice that the dots capping the
histogram bars change from green to red as they move above or below the MA. The color of these dots
tells us the following:
Green: The buyers are currently in control.
Red: The sellers are currently in control.

The zero line is the horizontal line around which the histogram plots. It provides a reference point for the
larger momentum shifts. It is color-coded in the following manner:
Cyan: The current market phase is trending / unbalanced.
Yellow: The current market phase is sideways / balanced.

The TAS Navigator’s inherent ability to visualize the overall pulse of the market can inform your trading
decisions in several ways:

>>If the histogram is bright green or red, the trader should look for trading opportunities
in the appropriate direction (green = long; red = short) and hold for increased
profits as long as the bars remain bright green or red.

>>If

magenta bars appear, the trader knows to tighten stops and look for profit
taking opportunities because the trend has reached peaking conditions.

>>When the histogram switches to dark green or red – indicating momentum is slowing
– the trader can look to tighten stops and consider technical areas for reentry.

>>Once the histogram crosses the MA and the capping dot changes to the opposite
color of the histogram bar, a trader knows that they can begin looking for countertrend trade opportunities.

• More importantly, until that dot changes color, the trader knows that the odds
do not favor looking for trading opportunities against the current trend.

• The ability to avoid low quality trades is crucial to profitable trading.

>>The relative peaks of the histogram bars can also provide valuable information.

As
consecutive histogram peaks move further away from the zero line, price should
extend the trending move. When consecutive histogram peaks become closer to
the zero line, price should create a lower high or higher low.

• A trend line connecting histogram peaks can be used to identify trading levels
based upon momentum reaching the necessary level to touch the projected
trend line.

• Trading opportunities can also be found when divergence occurs between the

histogram and price. For example, consecutive histogram peaks move further
away from zero line, but price cannot extend the trend.

>>The zero line can be used to identify potential broader areas of support for the

overall trend, and also, due to its color-coding give the trader and idea of how
they should look to enter a trade:

• Cyan: need to use market orders to get in quick, because the market is moving.
• Yellow: market is in balance so the trader can try and wait for a good entry
opportunity.

Do you have questions? Contact Member Services at 1.312.985.7920
or via email at support@TASMarketProfile.com

Risk Disclosure: There is a risk of loss in trading futures contracts and
commodity options. This risk can be substantial and therefore investors
should carefully consider their financial suitability prior to trading.
Investors must fully understand the risks involved and must assume
the responsibility for the results. Past performance is not necessarily
indicative of future performance. In no event should the content of this
website be construed as an express or implied promise, guarantee or
implication by or from, TASMarketProfile.com or its affiliates, that you
will profit or that losses can or will be limited in any manner whatsoever.
Information provided in this document and on the website is intended solely
for informative purposes and is obtained from sources believed to be
reliable. Information is in no way guaranteed and is provided as a courtesy
only. There are no refunds on paid subscriptions and Members are solely
responsible for cancelling recurring subscriptions a minimum of 3 days
prior to the renewal billing date as outlined in the full Terms of Use on
the website.
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